
SASC Admin  Notes
Date: March 6 2022
Open of meeting: 11:01 am
12 Concepts read by: not read…

Admin topics
1. SASC numerous open positions
2. SASC Inventory update
3. Spiritual principles to do with nominating Darnell for Vice chair position
4. Going over the CAR(Conference Agenda Report) at Area
5. Spare Keys
6. Website domain issue
7. Trouble getting literature orders

Topic 1: SASC open positions.

Yas(Chair): So just to start things off as an announcement for conversation, we don't have a vice chair,
don't have activities chair, or treasurer, so right now we really don't have an activities sub committee.

Cheryle T(C and E): Is there going to be paperwork showing the 7th tradition for the most recent
activities event?

Tyler(Treasurer): I didn't receive an event accountability form. I assumed Clentania sent it after the
event.

Cheryle T(C and E): If there is no paperwork we can't do a reimbursement.

Cheryle T(C and E): When can we shut activities down, get all that money back and put it towards things
that people actually want to attend.

Yas(Chair): For those of you who weren't here this time last year, we passed a motion last year that said
that if a sub committee had no chair for more than 2 months, the sub  committee would be suspended
until someone ran for the position.

Cheryle T(C and E): Just to clarify there was nothing that passed last year that says that for sure.

Yas(Chair): Yes. I know. What I'm trying to say is just that an idea was put forward that groups would be
able to do their town events and take that money to do things they want to do.

Travis L(Recording Secretary): I said some things about the individual groups idea for throwing events
and changing things. The idea would be that rather than having a committee that is responsible for just
curtain events, groups would have the option of coming to Area and working with an “Activities Liasson”.
Basically It would be someone whose responsibility would be to help facilitate events that people's
individual groups wanted to do via funding, or support. Obviously there would have to be some oversight
but we’ve seen over the last few years that the really successful events have been thrown by groups and



not Area. Also activities holds like 2500 dollars a Quarter that we could use for other things rather than
having it locked in.

Cheryle T(C and E): You’re absolutely right Travis, the idea of individual groups doing their own events
and in fact groups have already been throwing their own events. We can't necessarily give people money
but having a way for groups to throw events and bring it to Area is a much cleaner way to do it.

Mario(SINAC Liasson): Can we all agree at least that Activities needs to be kind of put on hold for the
time being. SINAC is looking at activities right now, and the funds are still being used.

Yas(Chair):Also just so people know that in the absence of an activities committee people have been
thrown their own events and doing fun things.

Mario(SINAC Liasson):Well that's up to the GSRs.

Tony(Literature):What if the GSRs vote to keep activities even though there are no members?

Yas(Chair): Paraphrased:

Last year the motion I put forward was to limit the number of times the Vice Chair had to stand in as a
Chair for all sub committees. The way it's written now is unclear and forces the Vice Chair to be Interim
Chair for any sub committee that doesn't have one, indefinitely.

Cheryle T(C and E): We don't have to do anything because a group is going to put forward a motion to
abolish activities altogether.

Tony(Literature):My point is that before people have tried to vote for activities to be suspended and it
didn't pass.

Cheryle T(C and E): That's true, I've been here and seen it come up for vote numerous times.

Note: Activities at Regional level has also been having issues.

Topic 2: SASC Inventory update

Note: SASC and the ad-hoc committee for the Area level inventory have been working on scheduling a
time for everyone to meet and discuss Inventory. We weren't able to schedule ourselve conclusively yet,
but we have been trying to draft language for the suggestion box

Topic 3: Spiritual principles to do with nominating Darnell for Vice chair position



I spoke to Darnell last week and had kind of a realization. I didn't think super hard about how I was going
to submit that motion. I had spoken to Cheryl and a few other people a lot about how he was a good
choice, but that wasn't maybe the most spiritual way to go about it. Rather than have him answer all the
questions for the position, we should have sent back the motion for him to be voted on, asking him to
answer the questions might have colored the vote in some way. Doing it the way that I did, might have
been okay, but honestly I just don't think I thought about it enough.

Tony(Literature): I have a question. There is a big pool of qualified people out there, why did you
nominate Darnell when you knew already that he didn't meet the criteria?

Yas(Chair):First off, it's not about me, it's not about me. I didn't decide to nominate him, numerous people
nominated Darnell and thought he would be a good person to do the Vice Chair position. It's not about me
specifically. I don't vote him in. The GSRs do. But I did think he would be a good fit for the position and
that he would make a great Vice chair.

Cheryle T(C and E): (Raised hand) Just taking responsibility for my part, I was also part of the
conversation to do with him taking the position.

Topic 4: CAR(Conference Agenda Report)

Yas(Chair): When would you like to do the CAR?

General Consensus: It's Better to go over the CAR at the beginning of Area to get it out of the way and
make sure as many people as possible see the information so GSRs can bring it back to groups for a
Vote.

Topic 5: Spare keys for storage unit

Jake(RCM 1):So I have been trying to get copies made of the keys for the last 2 months, but I found out
that the keys we have need to have a locksmith make the keys. Which i'm concerned will be expensive.
We could also make a new key.

Tyler(Treasurer): I gave that extra key to Taylor.

Jake(RCM 1): By next Area I’ll have like 4 more keys for us.

Yas(Chair): Can I have one?

Jake(RCM 1): Yes.



Topic 6: Website domain issue

Tyler(Treasurer): We got 2 solicitations for the SeattleNA.org domain for the website, when did we last
renew the domain for the website?

Gwynnd(Web Coordinator): It's supposed to auto renew on May 24th of this year.

Tyler(Treasurer): What's the name of the web service?

Gwynnd(Web Coordinator): Its GOdaddy

Tyler(Treasurer): What's the charge for it?

Gwynnd(Web Coordinator): About 46$

Topic 7: Trouble getting literature orders

Tony(Literature): A few people have come in and shown me order confirmations that they have showing
that they made the order but that I haven't gotten. Some of them have been quite large orders.

Gwynnd(Web Coordinator): So I'm not sure what the issue is because Matt and I both get copies of the
orders as well whenever they are made as like a back up. Matt and I both got them, but I’ll work with Matt
to see if I can figure it out.

Tony(Literature): So just to clarify, you and Matt get them?

Gwynnd(Web Coordinator): Yeah, Matt and I both get the orders as well, as a kind of “backup”

Tony(Literature):Weird, So you did get the orders?

Gwynnd(Web Coordinator): Yeah

Yas(Chair): Are you sure the email isn't just going to the junk folder?

Tony(Literature): I also have had to put it out there that I don't do deliveries anymore. I wish that I could
but unfortunately there are just too many people.

Yas(Chair): Can I make a suggestion? Maybe remove the literature from the order form and set up an
auto forward in your email so that it goes to Tony. That way you could remove Literature from the back
end of the form, but still have him receiving the emails.


